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July 28, 1993
NRC-93-0085

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

, References: 1) Fermi 2
NRC Docket. No. 50-341
NRC License No. NPF-43

2) NRC Inspection Report 50-341/93010,
dated June 30, 1993

Subject,: Response to Notice of Violation 93-010-06 & 08

Enclosed is the response to the Notice of Violation contained in
Reference 2. While Det.roit, Edison concurs with Violation 93-010-08,-
we take except.fon to t.he conclusion that Violation 93-010-06
const,itutes a cited violation of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V.
Detroit. Edison's position is presented in the violat,lon response.

As requested in the cover letter of Reference 2, a response to
specific weaknesses is provided. This informat. ion is contained in the
final section of the response.

If there are any quest.lons relating to t,his response, please contact,
Beth Hare, Senior Compliance Engineer, at (313) 586-1427

Sincerely,

CPh~.
Enclosure

cc: T. C. Colburn
' i'

W. J. Kropp
)

J. B. Martin _ i

H. P. Phillips
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I, DOUGLAS H. GIPSON, do hereby affirm that the foregoing |
statements are based on facts and circumstances which are true and !

accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief. .f

;

>s "
DOUGLA3 R. GIP If~ j
Senior Vice President i

.

On this day of <.[t/' 1993, before me.

personally appeared Douglas H. Gipson,(peing first duly sworn and !

says that he executed the forego {ng as his free act and deed. {

i

k

!
<

/

' %!!Lb< ' YJh'

Not.ary Public ,

,

b

'
MEA AAMcna |

NOTARYPUBUCSTATE OF MICIBCAN i

MONRO 2 cm:NTy
MY CNMbi!CN EXP. NOV.2a1995 l
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1. Statement of Noncompliance 93-010-06 r

"10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, requires, in part, that
activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented
procedures and shall be accomplished in accordance with these
procedures.

,

Fermi Management Policy and Directive, FMD-CT1, paragraph 4.5.5.13
requires that surveillance procedures provide the acceptance criteria
and the e cans by which the response is to be observed for each.

Contrary to the above, surveillance procedure 24.139.03, "SLC Manual
Initiation, RWCU Isolation, and Storage Tank Heater Operability Test"
did not identify acceptance criteria for Technical Specification (TS)
surveillance requirement 4.1.5.d.2. This TS surveillance was to verify
that relief valves for the Standby Liquid Control System did not actuate

.

during recirculation to the test tank. As a result, a surveillance -|
performed in October 1992, in accordance with proceddre 24.139.03 to
meet TS 4.1.5.d.2, was noted as being " acceptable" even though relief
valve C4100F029B actuated below 1215 psig during recirculation to the
test tank."

.

Detroit Edison Response '

Detroit Edison's position is that the lifting of an SLC relief valve at
less than 1215 psig is an unacceptable condition and that the
surveillance procedure should be clear on this point. Although, as ,

discussed below, this condition was recognized during a subsequent
review by the system engineer, the procedure should be unambiguous and
not challenge the Nuclear Shift Supervisor (NSS) to recall from memory
that the low relief valve setpoint represents an operability concern.
Appropriate corrective action, also discussed below, to improve the
procedure has been taken.

Detroit Edison does not agree, however, with the conclusion that is

described in NRC Violation 93-010-06. We believe that this should have
been a non-cited violation because Detroit Edison identified that i

establishment of a lower pressure limit was necessary to ensure
unacceptable test data is not signed off as acceptable. The procedure,

'while it may have been deficient in the sense that it did not adequately '

" flag" the unacceptably low relief valve setpoint to the NSS, did in
fact contain the verbatim statement of the TS surveillance renuirement
4.5.1.d.2. Furthermore, actual relief valve setpoints are verified by
a bench testing on the IST program at a five year periodicity.

,

Technical Specification 4.1.5.d.2 states " Demonstrating that the pump
relief valve setpoint is less than or equal to 1400 psig and verifying
that the relief valve does not actuate during recirculation to the test
tank." This is an 18 month TS surveillance requirement.

i

|

|

|
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To meet this TS requirement, procedure 24.139.03 "SLC Pump Manual
Initiation, Heller Valve Operability and Squib Valve Firing Test",

,

section 5,4 is performed on both Division I and Division Il systems.
During the October 1992 test, revision 23 was used. For performance of
this test, the Standby Liquid Control (SLC) pump test return valve is
throttled until the relief valve lifts as indicated by no increase in
pump discharge pressure. The pressure at which the relief valve opened -

is recorded and verified to meet TS acceptance criteria (i.e. !...

setpoint less than or equal to 1400 psig ...). Then the SLC pump test |
return valve is opened to verify the relief valve is closed while in ,

recirculation to the test tank thus completing the second portion of the
surveillance requirement. This step is also signed off as acceptance
criteria.

,

!

On or about October 12, 1992, 24.139.03 section 5.4 was performed and a '

relief valve lift setpoint of 1160 psig was documented for C4100F029B. !
The NSS signed off this surveillance as acceptable on October 19, 1992
following the other division test completion. On October 14, 1992,
surveillance 24.139.02, "SLC Pump and Check Valve Operability Test" was
performed at system pressure >1215 psig and flow > 41.2 gpm. This is a :
quarterly TS required test. No relief valve lift was noted on the |
Surveillance Performance Form (SPF). This was also indicated by the !

satisfactory pump performance. A relief valve actuation during this |
test would have resulted in an inability to achieve TS requirements. On
October 28, 1992, the SLC system engineer reviewed the 24.139.02
surveillance and SPF. He noted that acceptable parameter s were met. On
November 1, 1992, he received and reviewed 24.139.03 which contained the '

1160 psig relief valve lift data. Based on the data previously reviewed !

for 24.139.02, the system engineer questioned the data coitained in ,

24.139.03 The system engineer requested that a partial surveillance be
performed to validate the actual value. During the repeat partial
surveillance, a lift value of 1300 psig was achieved. This confirmed ,

the acceptable performance noted in the October 14, 1992 quarterly
surveillance. It is inconclusive as to the cause of the 1160 psig
relief valve pressure reading.

'Tnere was not a specific step documenting Lne relief valve not lifting
during recirculation to the test tank in section 5.4 of procedure
24.139.03 However the TS requirement was implicitly met during the
performance of this section. Procedure 24.139.03, Section 7.0,
" Acceptance Criteria", contained the literal TS criteria. Therefore, it
can be concluded that section 7.0 contained the acceptance criteria
while section 5.4 contained the means by which compliance with the TS
requirement was demonstrated.

' l

The system engineer identified that based on the way revision 23 was
written, una' eptable relief valve performance could be overlooked. To
preclude this from happening again, procedure 24.139.03 revision 24
added a " NOTE" to provide the operator with guidance that the relief
valve setpoints should be greater than 1250 psig. This value was chosen

m
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as an administrative limit based on the pump curve values (IST pump
performance) used during the performance of 24.139.02. The intent of j

the procedure change was to improve a deficiency in a procedura that did
not adequately flag an unacceptable or at least a questionable condition
for those individuals performing or reviewir.g the test results. Because
no instance had created the need to interpret a lower bound for the
relief valve acceptance criteria lift pressure, none was specified in

24.139.03 When the questionable test data was noted by the system
engineer, prompt corrective action was taken by the performance of a
partial 24.139.03 surveillance. Also to preclude similar problems in
the future, the note was added to provide administrative guidance.

During the Huy 28, 1993 perrormance or quarterly surveillance 24.139.02,
operators identified that C4100F029B, SLC Pump Discharge Bellef Valve,
lifted at 1230 psig. This issue was addressed with system engineering

,

prior to sigaing off the test as acceptable. At this time, the NRC
Senior Hesident Inspector (SHI) was questioning the relief valve lifting
in the surveillance allowable pressure band of i215 to 1250 psig, which !
is required for pump data. At that time the system engineer openly [
discussed the October, 1992 problems encountered and the corrective i

actions taken to prevent a recurrence of this type. As a result of the !

; May 1993 surveillance and the NHC SHI recommendation to clarify the ;

| acceptance criteria of 24.139.03, revision 25 was issued on June 21,
"

1993 to verify that th6 relief valve does not actuate during :

recirculat.lon to the test tank. Steps were added to the procedure to |
throttle the pump return valve to establish a pump discharge pressure i
greater than 1215 psig and to verify that the relief valve does.not lift
during recirculation to the test tank. The verification step was made

i an acceptance criteria step. !

During NRC review of the above mentioned events, two concerns were i

identified. First, that procedure 24.139.03 "did not address or give
acceptance criteria for the actuation of the reller valve during
recirculation to the test tank." Secondly, "the lack of TS acceptance
criteria for surveillance requirements 4.1.5.d.2 In surveillance i

procedure 24.139.03 resulted in the results being noted as ' acceptable' ;

on October 19, 1992, even though the SLC safety valve actuated below '

1215 psig during recirculation to the test tank."

The issue of concern is on whether the intent of FHD-CT1, " Calibration, !

Testing and Surveillance", was met. Consistent with FMD-CT1, the ;

procedure provided acceptance criteria in section 7.0 and section 5.4 ;
provided the means to make the determination on whether or not the test i

was acceptable. While there is no procedural requirement to provide .;
upper and lower limits for a TS requirement when only one parameter is ;

provided, in this specific case a lower pressure limit was clearly ;

appropriate. The October 1992 surveillance provided the necessary steps ]
to allow for positive indication that the relief valve was lifting. |
Ilowever, the procedure did not provide enough guidance on not lifting j

the relief valve in recirculation at. too low a pressure. A SPF was !
|

|

|
!

)
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allowed to be signed off with questionable test data, however the review
Fcycle identified the data prior to the completion of the refuel outage.

All issues were licensee identified, prompt corrective action was taken
to prevent recurrence to administratively control the lower limit. [
During the time of this event the St.C system was not required to be
operable and therefore this event is of minimal safety significance.
Performance of 24.139.02 approximately two days after 24.139.03 with
acceptable results indicates that there was not an operability concern.

,

To prevent recurrence, and based on discussions with the NHC SRI '

procedure 24.139.03 was revised to revision 25 to better define an
acceptable relief valve test. '

This was a licensee identified problem, ccrrective actions were taken in
a Llmely manner and there was no safety significance of this issue. In

view of the above, Detroit Edison requests that the NRC review the
conclusion that a licensee identified violation exists and that the
app!Icability of the NRC policy ^o the exercise of discretion be
considered.

II. Tl atement of Noncompliance 93-010-08

"10 CPR Part 50, Appendix B, criterion x1, requires, in part, that a
test program shall be established to assure that all testing required toa

demonstrate that structures, systems, and components will perform !
satisfactory in service is identified and performed in accordance with
test procedures which incorporate the requirements and acceptance limits
contained in applicable ' design documents.

Contrary to the above, in November 1992, January 1993, and April 1993,
modif5 'n work activities associated with Engineering Design Packages*

(EDP) .,d 13907 on the liigh Pressure Coolant injection System, EDP.-

13498 un desidual Heat Removal System, and EDP 13754 on the Reactor !

Cleanup System were completed with associated systems being declared
operable and returned to service without performance of the

,'

post-modification testing specified in the associated EDPs."

Heason for the Violation
!

'

The root cause cf this violation is primarily aLLributed to inattention
to detail. This conclL11on was reached as a result of an evaluation i

performed with respect t.o Deviation Event Report (DER) 93-0258. This |
DER was written to evaluate the cause of the cited discrepancies !

-

associated with the Potential Design Change (PDC) construction-at-risk
process and provide appropriate corrective actions.

,

The investigation for determining root cause covered two general areas. f
The first at, .olved a review of governing procedures for adequacy.

'

The second a i aolvea a review of the two events (!!PCI pressure

|

l
1

|

|
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switch, EDP 13907, and the No. 4 extraction line modification, EDP
13893) to determine root cause from a human performance perspective.

In addition to inattention to detail, other contributing factors
included urgency to complete the tasks, work group and engineering
turnovers from shift-to-shift, and administrative deficiencies regarding
final reconciliation between the work package and the Engineering Design ?
Change (EDP).

Corrective Actions Taken and Hesults Achieved

Upon discovery of the discrepancies, immediate action was taken on April
3

22, 1993, to stop further initiation of any new PDC construction-at-risk i

modi fi cati ons. On a case by case basis, specific exceptions have been
reviewed for impact of implementation of an "at-risk" PDC. Formal
approval by senior plant management must be obtained and documented .

prior to resumptions of Hork that was placed on hold or issuance of new i

work.

Additional corrective actions taken based on the concern raised by the ;

NRC resident inspector on EDP 13893 included a QA review of all safety ,,

related "at-risk" PDCs from January 1 through December 31, 1992. This'

review . entified three work packages that did not fully meet the PHT
.

?

requircaents specified in EDPs 13498, 13590 and 13754. Detroit Edison
r

determined that none of these discrepancies with the PMT resulted in
inoperable system or components.

The specific EDP discrepancies were evaluated as they were identified. |
The results of the actions taken are summarized us follows:

t

EDP No. Description Comments

?3907 Heplacement part for the Functional testing of the
ifPCI low pressure switch. associated pressure switch

initially omitted was subsequently
performed satisfactorily.

.

13498 Change out of spring pack The intent or the testing
to alternate spring pack specified in the EDP was j
for valve E1150F024B accompilshed using a different,

|
but equivalent, procedure.

13590 Change out of spring pack The intent of the testing
to alternate spring pack specified in the EDP was
for valve E4150F001. accomplished using a different,

but equivalent, procedure.

|

i
,

e ,
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13754 Addition of manual drain The intent of the testing |
valves on air accumulators specified was accomplished i

for RWCU valves G3300- and was documented in the i

F150A/B, F152A/B, F153A/B work package; however, the
and F154A/B. procedure specified in the ELP j

was not used. ;

l!
13893 Modification to the No. 4 Subsequent to the reactor t

!extraction steam line. trip, testing requirements were
reassessed. The NDE examinations
initially performed per the work
package met the intent of the EDP.

!

Corrective Actions To Be Taken To Prevent Hecurrence

In order to improve administrative controls, two procedures have been
revised to provide specific direction to reconcile work package e

instructions with requir ements in the approved EDP. The revised
procedures are NPP-MA1-01, " Work Control," and FIP-CM1-18,
" Implementation of Modifications." The procedures now require a step in

,

'the work package and sign-off verification to assure consistency between
the work package and the design document. These changes will prevent
recurrence of inadequate testing as nGLed by the NRC and Detroit Edison. i

Training is being performed for personnel responsible for preparation of
design documents and those responsible for work package preparation.
The purpose of this training is to provide information regarding (1)

,

previous testing discrepancies and the resulting impact, and (2) the '

cause of the discrepancies and the revised procedural re bdrements. The
need for consistency in specifying testing requirements la ,esign ;

documents and work packages is being emphasized.

!
.

Date When Full Compliance Will Be Aehleved
,

Detroit Edison is currently in compliance with 10 CFH 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XI. The training discussed previously is being performed and
will be fully completed by August 15, 1993

i

111. A. NHC Weakness #1

" Actions taken by Operations Department personnel in establishing |
Lhe proper system lineup to support work on the SLC were r;ot 1

implemented as required by your written work instructions."

Detroit Edison Response
.

Twu concerns were raised by the NRC resident inspector. First was
that the Abnormal Lineup Sheet (ALS) did not reflect the system

i

l
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lineup as specified in the Work hequest (WH) or Temporary !
'

Hodification (TM). The second concern was that the Al.S documentted
the Standby Liquid Control (SLC) pump discharge valve as being !

open. liowever, the normal valve lineup requires this valve to be j

locked open. !

.

In preparation of the installation of TH 93-004, many activities
were progressing in parallel. Tagging Center personnel were ,

!reviewing the ALS in order to provide protection for isolating and
draining the "B" SLC discharge piping in preparation for work on the
C4100F0298, SLC 'B' Pump Discharge Relief Valve. In parallel,
maintenance personnel were reviewing TH 93-004 with the Nuclear ,

Shift Supervisor (NSS) to insure proper installation of the TH.
With these activi*ios moving in parallel, the Tagging Center did not_ !

include the requirement to shut the C4100F029B SLC pump B suction
valve in order to provide a suitable drain path that would drain the
system below the C4100F029B discharge relief valve. This action was

,

inconsistent with TH 93-004 and WH# 000Z911721. liowever, the ;

equipment isolation was in compliance with operation administrative
'

procedure NPP-OP1-12, " Tagging and Protective Barrier System", in t

that proper lineup to drain the system and proper personnel ,

protection control was established.

Operations is still reviewing the inconsistency between TH

93-004/000Z911721 and the ALS in order to determine hcw lessons ?

learned can be better utilized to improve the work control process.

DER 93-0359 was issued to track this item. Future corrective'

;

actions will be discussed with the NHC resident inspectors.
'

.

The second issue raised by the NHC was whether-or not the SLC pump
discharge valve was open or locked open. Based on discussions held

,

with the operating personnel involved, it was determined that the >

valve was in its normal lineup position of locked open and that the ,
*

issue is a documentation error. Procedure NPP-OP1-12 states that
the valve's desired position be placed on the ALS . The operator !

recognized in the field that the valve on the ALS should be in the
locked open position. It was his intent to correct the ALS upon !

returning to the Tagging Center but he became preoccupied with other
activilles and failed to do so. This administrative error had no
impact on the system configuration or operability. However, '

Operat'ons personnel will be made aware that they must follow
3

through to correct these errors. Both of the above issues will be
discussed on shift by the NSS to their appropriate personnel to
stress the importance of attention to detail.d

B. NHC Weakness #2 ;

I" Weaknesses in work planning and preparation may have lead to a
safety system unnecessarily being removed from service and improper
documentation of step completinns." ;

5
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Detroit Edison Response

The NRC resident inspector identified a concern- that inadequate
preparallon and planning for work on a "B" train component may have ,

lead to unnecessary removal of a safety system from service and i

entering a LCO. Subsequent discussion with the NRC resident .

Inspector warranted the following clarifications: (1) this was the
"B" train component not a repeat of the "A" train work performed
approximately 18 months earlier, and (2) the configuration of this
meter relay is not identical to the other train.

During the preparation of 000Z932799, the job planner prepared the i

package such that only the 7 day TS LCO would be entered due to
de-energizing only the "B" train relay. The "B" meter relay is
located further back in the panel than the "A" meter relay. During
the initial LCO entry, maintenance personnel were uncomfortable !

working in close proximity to the "A" relay. The "A" train relay
sits more forward in the cabinet thus the workers had to reach back
further than when they dio the work previously on the "A" train.

*

Based on these concerns raised during initial work activities, the
Nuclear Shift Supervisor (NSS) requested the package be modified to
include removal of a plate that was situated in front of the
relays. This would help avoid potential bumping of the "A" relay
during the work activity.

.

The planner again performed a field walkdown to examine the plate
removal. It was felt by the planner that the plate could not swing
away due to wire length attached to the plate. During work
performed in the second LCO, it was verified that the plate could
not easily be removed as an obstruction. However, this time the 8
hour LCO for both trains inoperable was entered because cperations

,

shift determineo the most prudent way to perform this specific
'

activity was to deenergize both meter relays. The NSS is the
operating authority and therefore has the ultimate responsibility of ;

the safe operation of the facility. He acted properly in assessing '

the situation posed by the maintenance crew and justifiably exited
the initial LCO without performance of the scheduled activity. It is
the position of Detroit Edison that exiting the first LCO without
performing the work to re-evaluate the working conditions and ;

entering a more conservative action statement with better work .(
restrictions were prudent actions.

,

?

Additionally, the NHC noted three separate instances of what was
;

considered improper documentation of step completions. Detroit
'

Edison agrees that more emphasis on this issue is needed and a
training module is being included in the 1993 third quarter
maintenance continuing training for 1&C and fourth quarter for
mechanical on the- use of work packages. The purpose of this course
is for maintenance personnel to understand their responsibility with
respect to work packages. As part of the information provided, a

|
.,

I

!

|
1
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brief discussion of each activity documented in NRC Inspection !

Report 93010 will be performed. Electrical maintenance had the |
general training module during the 1993 second quarter continuing :

training. An updated lessons learned specifically related to
Inspection Report 93010 issues will be performed for electrical
maintenance during the third quarter,

i

Specific areas that will be covered are: (1) Sign each step as it is ,

performed, thus giving a positive indication the task was performed, I

(2) Transposing repetitive information between procedures is not a '

good work practice, and (3) Stress the necessity to take the time to
completely document those work activities that were performed. For

,

item 2 a good wor k practice would be to N/A a similar package based !

on a direct reference to the other package. Item 3 will help enable :

easy reconstruction of work activities performed and also improve
work history trending. Detroit Edison believes that these action
will better define our expectations of maintenance personnel during
work activities. -

C. NHC Weakness #3
'i

" Corrective Maintenance work request had not been issued for a bent
needle on the HPCI discharge pressure gage until identified by the '

NRC during plant tour." Also, "Had corrective maintenance request
concerning the bent needle on the HPCI discharge flow gauge been
identified sooner by the system engineer or Operations personnel,
the high flow transients / water hammers that occurred during the

J performance of subsequent surveillances may have been Identified and ;

corrective in a timeller fashion."

Detroit Edison Response -

B

On May 5. 1993, the HPCI pump discharge gauge E41R001 needle was
bent during the performance of quarterly surveillance procedure
24.202.01 while investigating the flow transient issue raised by an i

NRC inspection team that discovered damaged supports. During that
test, the HPCI system did exhibit a high flow transient. Other
indications were noted by operation personnel and system engineering
prior to NRC identification of the bent needle on May 27, such that '

earlier identification on the part of Detroit Edison would not have
impacted current troubleshooting. On May 27, 1993, a work request ;

was generated based on discuselon with the SRI. To assist System
Engineering in trending, all new Work Requests forms are copied and
distributed to the specific engineers daily,

i
i

;

I
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